OWASP AppSec Europe 2014 - Call for Training

The OWASP AppSec conferences bring together application security experts and software engineers from all over the world to openly discuss problems and new solutions in application security. The conferences offer researchers and practitioners a set of tutorials, keynotes, and invited presentations.

As in the previous editions, the OWASP AppSec Europe 2014 conference will feature pre-conference training days.

TOPICS OF INTEREST
The topics are the same as those mentioned in the regular Call for Presentations

- Security aspects of new / emerging web technologies / paradigms / languages / frameworks
- Secure development: frameworks, best practices, secure coding, methods, processes, SDLC, etc.
- Security of web frameworks (Struts, Spring, ASP.Net MVC, RoR, etc)
- Vulnerability analysis (code review, pentest, static analysis etc)
- Threat modelling of applications
- Mobile security and security for the mobile web
- Cloud security
- Browser security, local storage and HTML5 security
- Countermeasures for application vulnerabilities
- New technologies, paradigms, tools
- Application security awareness and education
- Security in web services, REST, and service oriented architectures
- Privacy in web apps, Web services and data storage

The trainings however should be more of a practical nature, i.e. we will look favourably on a hands-on training.

IMPORTANT DATES

- Submission deadline: March 21st, 2014 23:59 GMT.
- Notification of acceptance: April 25th, 2014
- AppSec Training days: June 23-24 2014

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

To submit a proposal, please submit online (see EasyChair link below) an abstract of your intended training (500 to 4000 characters) and a brief biography (150 to 800 characters).

Any proposal submitted is subject to a democratic vote by the program committee (PC). Keep in mind: The better your description the better our picture (do not count on "fail open"). Please review your document for any mistakes prior to submission, as after approval by the PC, we take your abstract and publish it “as is” in our program.
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All submissions should be sent in Adobe Portable Document Format (pdf) via EasyChair (https://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=appseceu2014)

Please select the Training Track for your paper, once you have registered.

Don't forget
- To enclose a signed copy of the Training Instructor Agreement (http://2014.appsec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/AppSec-EU-2014-Training-Instructor-Agreement.pdf);
- To list any additional technical requirements if needed;
- To propose your max number of participants.

TERMS

OWASP Foundation Obligations:
- Venue
- Marketing of course through OWASP mailing lists and website
- Registration services
- Single projector and screen
- Timely payment of instructor fees
- Feedback from attendees
- Provide instructor with number of students enrolled when requested
- Provide instructor with no more than 1 training slot at no cost

Instructor Obligations:
- Provide course materials for students
- Completed W9 (For US-based Trainers)
- Distribute and collect course evaluation forms
- Travel and accommodations for instructors
- Marketing of course through normal instructor methods
- Provide 2 training slots for OWASP use at no cost

Split in revenue:
Price per attendee: 2-Day Class £1600 / 1-Day Class £800. Earnings will be split 60/40 (OWASP/Trainer) for the training class.

PROGRAM COMMITTEE TRAINING
- Steven van der Baan – OWASP Cambridge
- Sebastien Deleersnyder – OWASP Belgium
- Eoin Keary – OWASP Ireland (not voting)
- Dirk Wetter – OWASP Germany
- Simon Bennetts – OWASP
- Martin Knobloch – OWASP Netherlands
- Tobias Gondrom – OWASP London
- Richard Allen – 7Safe
- Jerome Smith – NCC Group